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Determination of the uranium enrichment is an important safeguards verification task, routinely carried out
using non-destructive assay methods. The enrichment-meter method is one of the most widely used passive nondestructive X- and gamma-ray based methods used for such tasks. Among its advantages is the highly constrained
physical nature of its underlying formalism, allowing it to be used with high-resolution HPGe detectors, as well as
with low-resolution NaI detectors. Due to attractive features and spectroscopic performance, CdZnTe and LaB
r3(Ce) detectors raised interest in their application to such tasks as well. However, their spectroscopic perfor
mance is different to that of the traditional detectors in many ways. Application of the enrichment-meter method
requires determination of the net peak areas corresponding to 235U signature photopeaks. The latter requires an
adequate algorithm to select the region-of-interest boundaries, which may be sensitive to asymmetrical photo
peaks of CZT detectors. In this paper we conduct a performance assessment of a 500 mm3 CZT detector of a quasihemispherical design and a 2 � 2 inch LaBr3(Ce) scintillator with the enrichment-meter method using a set of
certified uranium standards with enrichment degrees from 0.31% to 4.46% of 235U atomic abundance. We
investigate the impact of different methods used for net peak area determination, statistical quality of acquired
spectra and size of region-of-interest boundaries on accuracy and uncertainty. We propose an algorithm for
symmetrical/asymmetrical region-of-interest boundaries determination and make recommendations on the best
combinations of the region-of-interest size and method used for the net peak area determination for each of the
detectors. The underlying routines of the algorithm and analysis procedures are described in detail and results
are presented.

1. Introduction

Besides, CZT detector technologies have rapidly evolved from simple
planar designs to advanced co-planar grid and quasi-hemispherical de
signs, yielding energy resolution of 1.3% at 661 keV (137Cs) for a
10 mm � 10 mm x 5 mm device (Ivanov and Dorogov, 1999; Arlt et al.,
2000; Ivanov et al., 2014). Nowadays these detectors are commercially
available in sizes up to 4000 mm3 (Ivanov et al., 2014), making them
attractive for many practical applications. LaBr3(Ce) detectors have a
high light output (~60000 photons/Mev), fast response (decay constant
<30 ns) and show good energy resolution (~2.2% at 662 keV 137Cs)
(Van Loef et al., 2001; Maghraby et al., 2014; Saint-Gobain detectors
leaflet 2019).
One of the fields where attractive features and spectroscopic

Introduction of room temperature medium resolution detectors, such
as CdZnTe (CZT) and LaBr3(Ce), with superior spectroscopic perfor
mance compared to such traditional room temperature detectors as NaI,
has opened new possibilities in many radiation detection applications
(Sullivan et al., 2008; Prosper et al., 2012). Indeed, their compact design
and absence of cryogenics are an advantage in many practical applica
tions. CZT detectors are prized for their wide energy band gap
(Eg~1.6 eV) allowing their room temperature operation, coupled with
their high atomic number (Zmax ¼ 52) yields a high intrinsic efficiency of
gamma absorption compared to HPGe (Takahashi and Watanabe, 2001).
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performance of both detectors can be advantageous is nuclear safe
guards. Indeed, CZT and LaBr3(Ce) detectors were proposed as possible
alternatives to spectrometers based on traditional HPGe and NaI de
tectors for isotopic determination tasks of uranium and plutonium
bearing materials (Ruhter, 1998; Sullivan et al., 2008). The energy
resolution of CZT and LaBr3(Ce) detectors is significantly better
compared to that of NaI detectors, allowing for a more detailed infor
mation available in the measured spectrum.
Determination of the uranium enrichment can be accomplished by
using different methods. These methods can be divided into destructive
and non-destructive methods. Technically, determination of the ura
nium enrichment requires means via which the information from the
decaying radioisotopes can be detected and a method to interpret it.
Thus, determination of the uranium enrichment can be accomplished via
mass spectroscopy, alpha spectroscopy, X- and gamma-rays spectros
copy methods (Montero et al., 2004; Richter et al., 2007). Mass spec
troscopy is considered by far the most accurate method, yielding the
lowest combined uncertainties on the determined enrichment (Richter
et al., 2007). Alpha spectroscopy is somewhat in between of the mass
spectroscopy and X- and gamma-rays spectroscopy methods in terms of
accuracy and uncertainty on the determined enrichment. However,
mass spectroscopy is a destructive analysis method and alpha spectros
copy has serious limitations when analyzing samples behind shielding or
packaging, limiting the possible safeguards applications. Thus, passive
non-destructive X- and gamma-ray based methods are the preferred
methods when determination of the uranium enrichment is performed
“in-situ” – without moving of the analyzed sample nor opening it. The
passive non-destructive X- and gamma-ray based group of methods
consists of two distinctive sub-classes. One of them represents the
so-called enrichment-meter method; the second one is based on the
so-called isotopic ratios method (Reilly et al., 1991). The primary dif
ference between the two is that the former requires calibration standards
relative to which the enrichment of the unknown sample is determined,
the other one does not. Besides, the former is limited only to uranium
enrichment determination tasks, whereas the latter can be used either
for uranium and plutonium isotopic composition determination tasks.
Traditionally, HPGe and NaI detectors have been the detectors of choice
for these tasks with a wide range of well-developed commercially
available software (Gunnink et al., 1994; Sampson et al., 1996; Gunnink,
2001; Simon et al., 2008).
The energy resolution of CZT and LaBr3(Ce) detectors is somewhat in
between of that of HPGe and NaI. However, the spectroscopic perfor
mance of room temperature medium resolution detectors can be quite
different to that of HPGe and NaI. Thus, for example CZT detectors
exhibit low-energy tailing due to incomplete charge collection proper
ties (Takahashi and Watanabe, 2001). LaBr3(Ce) detectors suffer from
intrinsic activity of its 138La radioisotope (Quarati et al., 2012). To plan
the optimal usage of these detectors in safeguards applications with
different methods for uranium and plutonium isotopic composition
determination tasks the impact of such particularities on the respective
performance need to be studied and well understood.
Recently, in our previous work (Meleshenkovskii et al., 2018a) a
performance assessment of an isotopic ratios based method for the
determination of the uranium enrichment without calibration standards
using a 2 � 2 inch LaBr3(Ce) was conducted and the MCSIGMA code
optimized for LaBr3(Ce) detectors was developed. Results of that work
indicated a promising performance of LaBr3(Ce) detectors for such tasks
after the necessary modifications to the analysis and spectral informa
tion extraction routines are introduced to account for the physical and
statistical particularities of LaBr3(Ce) measured uranium spectra. Per
formance assessment of a 500 mm3 CZT detector of a
quasi-hemispherical design with an isotopic ratios method for uranium
enrichment determination tasks is provided in (Meleshenkovskii et al.,
2018b). Application of CZT and LaBr3(Ce) detectors for uranium
enrichment determination tasks using the enrichment-meter method is
discussed in (Vo, 2006; Berndt and Mortreau, 2017). However, there has

yet been no comprehensive study that would assess the performance
limits and possibilities of the enrichment-meter method with CZT and
LaBr3(Ce) in view of such factors as statistical quality of acquired
spectra, region-of-interest (ROI) size as well as various methods used for
the net peak area determination impact on the accuracy and uncertainty.
In this paper we aim to fulfill the mentioned scientific gap and
broaden the existing research in the domain of room temperature me
dium resolution detectors, such as CZT and LaBr3(Ce), for various tasks
in safeguards applications. The goal of this paper is to investigate how
different net peak area determination methods, peak shape models,
symmetrical/asymmetrical ROI boundaries and statistical quality of the
acquired spectra impact the method performance. We propose a meth
odology how the ROI boundaries can be setup, perform a sensitivity
analysis and make recommendations on the best combinations of the
ROI size and method used for the net peak area estimation for each of the
tested detectors. Tests are conducted using spectra of CBNM (Central
Bureau for Nuclear Measurements) certified uranium standards with the
enrichment degrees from 0.31% to 4.46% of 235U atomic abundance
(Carpenter et al., 1986) on a 500 mm3 CZT detector of a
quasi-hemispherical design and a 2 � 2 inch LaBr3(Ce) scintillator
(Meleshenkovskii et al., 2017a), acquired for 7200 and 14400 s. The net
peak area determination methods tested in this paper include a tradi
tional three-window channel summation method as well as different
analytical functions with a step-like background model. For asymmet
rical peaks of the tested CZT detector we evaluate two different
analytical peak shape model options – a tailed one and a single Gaussian
based one.
The manuscript is organized as follows: Section 1 is devoted to
introduction to the topic, Section 2 provides detailed information on the
enrichment-meter method formalism, detectors, measurement setup,
uranium standards and the proposed algorithm; Section 3 displays the
results and Section 4 concludes the paper.
2. Methods and instruments
Application of passive gamma-ray spectroscopy in safeguards tasks
involves analysis of the distribution of counts over the energy spectrum
with a focus on X- and gamma-ray signatures of radioisotopes. A unique
advantage of gamma-ray spectroscopy in safeguards tasks is its capa
bility to extract the information from X- and gamma-ray signatures
making a connection between the physical processes in the assaying
material (such as decay, self-absorption and attenuation) and the cor
responding isotopic composition. Over the years there has been devel
oped a range of different methods that exploit the advantages of passive
non-destructive X- and gamma-rays spectroscopy for the purposes of
uranium and plutonium isotopic composition determination tasks in
safeguards applications. Although, the conceptual principles of these
methods can be different from each other, what underpins them from a
methodological point of view is a rigorous coupling between the model
used to describe the physical processes/interactions and a statistical tool
used to analyze and interpret the corresponding experimental data. Such
physical models are in general more constrained with respect to their
parameters and functional behaviour, which is determined by the nature
of the physical process/interaction they are applied to. As such, in
passive X- and gamma-ray spectroscopy the fundamental physical
premise is the proportionality of the observed net count rates in the full
absorption photopeaks to the decay rates of the corresponding radio
isotopes. By measuring of the net peak areas, taking into account the
corresponding gamma-ray emission probabilities, counting efficiency
and acquisition time one approaches the possibility to make a connec
tion between the experimental data and corresponding isotopic
composition of the radionuclides in the assaying material.
The mentioned physical premise is fundamental for the two widely
used in safeguards methods for the determination of the uranium
enrichment. Conceptually one of these methods is based on the isotopic
ratios concept with an intrinsically calibrated counting efficiency curve,
2
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the other one is known as the enrichment-meter method and requires
calibration standards. However, since both of these methods use the
same physical premise given by the proportionality of the observed net
count rates to the decay rates, the key role is played by the statistical
quality of the observed X- and gamma-ray signatures and the model used
to measure the net peak areas. The latter requires selection of the cor
responding ROI over which the net counts in a signature photopeak are
determined. In that respect asymmetrical photopeaks of CZT detectors
represent a challenge due to the presence of low-energy tailing.
Fig. 2. LaBr3(Ce) detector lead collimator.

2.1. Measurement instrumentation and uranium standards
Uranium spectra were measured on a 2 � 2 inch LaBr3(Ce) scintil
lator (FWHM @661 keV �2.9%, as specified by the manufacturer
(Saint-Gobain Detectors leaflet 2019)), fabricated by Saint-Gobain
Crystals and a 500 mm3 CZT detector (FWHM @661 keV �2.5%, as
specified by the manufacturer (Ritec Detectors Leaflet, 2019)), fabri
cated by Ritec.
A LaBr3(Ce) detector was coupled to a traditional analogue pulse
processing chain instrumentation, consisting of a Canberra amplifier
model 2024, Ortec high voltage power supply model 556 and Silena
analogue-to-digital converter model 7423 UHS. Pulse processing chain
parameters were set to 0.5 keV/channel gain, 0.5 μs shaping time. The
high-voltage bias supplied to the detector was 590 V LaBr3(Ce) spectra
were collected using DAQ2000 data acquisition software installed on
PC.
A CZT detector was coupled to a digital pulse processing chain GBS
Elektronik Multi Channel Analyzer (MCA), model 527. The high-voltage
bias applied to the detector was 1400 V. The pre-amplifier signals were
processed by MCA using trapezoidal shaping with 1.2 μs constant. The
coarse gain setting was 10 and fine gain setting was 1.5, the trigger filter
was (þ1, 0, 2, 0, þ1) and the flat top parameter was 1 μs. CZT spectra
were collected using the WinSpec data acquisition software. Instru
mentation was operated at room temperature in a laboratory environ
ment with constant ambient background.
We used CBNM certified uranium standards with enrichment degrees
ranging from 0.31% to 4.46% of 235U atomic abundance. These stan
dards were measured using lead collimators to satisfy the infinite
thickness criteria required for the enrichment-meter method. The col
limators were machined to meet the exact dimensions of the used CZT
and LaBr3(Ce) detectors, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
The sample-to-detector distance parameter was kept constant for all
measured uranium standards. A detailed information on the standards
composition, geometry and packaging is provided in (Carpenter et al.,
1986). Uranium spectra were acquired for 7200 and 14400 s on both
detectors with 8192 channels spectrum size, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for
a 7200 s case, to investigate the impact of the counting statistics on the
method performance.
As can be seen from Figs. 3 and 4, the spectroscopic performance of
the tested detectors is significantly different. A larger volume LaBr3(Ce)
has superior counting statistics quality for the same acquisition time due
to a significantly better counting efficiency. Due to the small size and
hence poor counting efficiency, 500 mm3 CZT detector measured ura
nium spectra are noticeably worse in their statistical quality, although

Fig. 3. CZT 143–185.7 keV ROI (7200 s).

Fig. 4. LaBr3(Ce) 143–185.7 keV ROI (7200 s).

its energy resolution is better than that of a LaBr3(Ce). However, what is
inherent for the spectroscopic performance of both tested detectors is
that the most prominent 185.7 keV signature photopeak of 235U is
overlapped with its neighboring 182.6 keV.
A detailed description and analysis of the uranium standards mea
surement campaign is provided in our previous work (Meleshenkovskii
et al., 2017a).
2.2. The enrichment-meter method
Determination of the uranium enrichment in absolute terms requires

Fig. 1. CZT detector lead collimator.
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complicated destructive methods based on mass-spectrometry or
chemical analysis. In-field safeguards applications the preference is
usually given to passive non-destructive methods. Among such different
methods the most accurate results can be achieved with the so-called
enrichment-meter method, in which the uranium enrichment is deter
mined relative to a calibration standard (Matussek, 1985). Originally
proposed in 1960s, this method was quickly employed for uranium
enrichment determination tasks in a variety of applications thanks to its
simplicity, robustness and compatibility with low-resolution instru
mentation (Russell, 1968; Reilly et al., 1970; Parker and Reilly, 1972;
Walton et al., 1974; Kull and Ginaven, 1974; Matussek, 1985; Smith,
1991).
The measurement procedure requires viewing of a uranium sample
through a collimated channel with a gamma-ray detector. The method
formalism is based on a premise that the net count rate in the 185.7 keV
photopeak of 235U is directly proportional to the enrichment (Matussek,
1985), as shown by equation (1).
Enr ¼ k*NCR185:7 *Cm *Cw *Cl *Cint

Table 1
Mean free paths and infinite thickness parameters for common uranium
materialsa.
Uranium
material

Density, g/cm3

Mean free path, cm

Infinite thickness, cm

Metal
UF6 (solid)
UO2 (sintered)
UO2 (powder)
U3O8 (powder)
Uranyl nitrate

18.7
4.7
10.9
2
7.3
2.8

0.04
0.2
0.07
0.39
0.11
0.43

0.26
1.43
0.49
2.75
0.74
3.04

a

(Reilly et al., 1991).

criterion is satisfied with quite reasonable sample sizes.
Thus, if samples with unknown enrichment have the same physical
distribution, matrix material, packaging and measurement geometry the
enrichment can simply be determined by multiplication of the measured
net count rate in the 185.7 keV photopeak in their spectra by the pro
portionality constant, which can be achieved by simplifying equation (1)
to a form as given by equation (2):

(1)

where k is the calibration constant, NCR185.7 is the net count rate in the
185.7 keV photopeak of 235U radioisotope and Cm, Cw, Cl, Cint terms
represent correction factors for the matrix attenuation, container wall
attenuation, counting rate losses and gamma interference respectively.
To account for the detection efficiency and geometrical factors a pro
portionality constant is determined from a measurement with a stan
dard, the enrichment of which is known.
The net count rate in the 185.7 keV photopeak represents the portion
of counts that lie over the background continuum below the photopeak.
There are different methods for how the net count rate can be deter
mined, they are classified on the two major methods: a singlet summa
tion window method and a doublet summation method. The singlet
summation window method excludes the 182.6 keV photopeak when
summing the counts for the ROI window representing the 185.7 keV
photopeak, whereas the doublet summation method includes it. The
singlet method is usually used with high-resolution instrumentation,
such as HPGe detectors, whereas the doublet method can be applied
with any of the detectors. We would like to point out that for both
methods different approaches for the net peak area determination can be
used. These approaches can be based on an analytical function fit and a
channel summation methods. The channel summation method is the
simplest of the two. The analytical function fit implies fitting parameters
in a model representing the peak shape. These fitting parameters result
in associated uncertainties, which are reflected in the combined uncer
tainty on the net peak area.
If the uranium sample is large enough, the 185.7 keV gamma-rays
from only a fraction of the total sample will reach the detector due to
the strong sample self-absorption of typical uranium-bearing materials
for this gamma-ray energy. This fraction is called visible volume of the
sample, which is determined by the detector geometry and the mean free
path of the 185.7 keV photons in the sample material and is defined by
the collimator geometry. Such physical condition is known as the infinite
thickness criterion. The mean free path and infinite thickness parameters
for the 185.7 keV gamma-rays in most commonly assayed uranium
materials are summarized in Table 1.
Where mean free path is proportional to 1/μρ for a given material (μ
is the attenuation coefficient and ρ represents the density of material) for
the 185.7 keV gamma-rays, infinite thickness is defined as seven mean
free paths for the 185.7 keV gamma-rays in the material. Since the
infinite thickness criterion limits the visible volume of the sample, the
enrichment-meter method can only assay the surface of a uranium
sample. For such enrichment measurements to be meaningful for the
given visible volume, the material of a uranium sample must be iso
tropically uniform. If the latter condition cannot be satisfied, nonhomogeneity corrections must be introduced. However, in many prac
tical applications of the enrichment-meter method the infinite-thickness

Enrichment ¼ k*NCR185:7

(2)

In cases when the physical parameters of the measured samples
differ, it is necessary to introduce corrections (Berndt and Mortreau,
2017). Although being specifically suited for NaI detector performance,
the NaIGem code allows for built-in procedures necessary for such cor
rections (Gunnink, 2001).
One of the considerable advantages of the enrichment-meter method
for the determination of the uranium enrichment is that it utilizes the
information from a single ROI. Besides, this method is considered one of
the most accurate passive non-destructive methods for the determina
tion of the uranium enrichment. However, its application is limited to
those cases when the calibration standards can be provided and it can be
only used with uranium materials.
2.3. The ROI boundaries selection algorithm
Asymmetrical photopeaks of CZT detectors require not only a suit
able method for net peak area determination but also carefully selected
ROI boundaries to perform either a function fit or a channel contents
summation routine. However, the size of the ROI window depends on
the energy resolution of the detector and requires a particular attention
in cases when the peak shape is asymmetrical. The latter can have an
impact on the method performance making it sensitive to the choice of
the ROI boundaries.
Since the underlying mathematical formalism of energy deposition
in X- and gamma-ray detectors implies Gaussian nature of the broad
ening events, analytical peak shape models always have a central
Gaussian part centered around the peak maximum energy (Gilmore,
2008). Consequently, a robust ROI window selection algorithm can be
based on the actual parameters of such distributions, individual to any
given detector. Thus, to fully describe a Gaussian distribution, one needs
to specify the expected mean and standard deviation. In spectroscopic
terms these parameters represent the channel number corresponding to
the peak maximum energy and FWHM, which is related to the standard
deviation as FWHM ¼ 2:355σ , where σ is the Gaussian standard devia
tion. The corresponding one standard deviation boundaries represent
68.3% of the peak area.
However, for the net peak area determination ROI intervals may
represent a particular challenge due to the low-energy tailing part of the
photopeak and determination of the background levels at the photopeak
boundaries. These aspects become in particular important for detectors
of low- and medium energy resolution and asymmetrical photopeaks of
CZT detectors. We developed the following ROI selection algorithm, as
schematically shown in Fig. 5.
The algorithm starts with an energy calibration routine necessary for
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the photopeak identification. After the signature photopeaks were
identified using the channel of the photopeak maximum count, the
coarse ROI boundaries are selected arbitrarily. Coarse selection implies
that photopeak region is fully covered, however without any specific
information on the exact ROI boundaries to satisfy the strict statistical
formalism (e.g. 1σ, 2σ etc.). Then a Gaussian function is fitted to the
selected coarse ROI boundaries repeatedly in a routine of n-iterations.
This fitting aims at determining the peak parameters and fluctuation of
their absolute values as a function of coarse ROI interval range. Since the
mathematical formalism of a Gaussian function implies that it can be
fully described by its mean and standard deviation parameters, such
fitting allows for a robust determination of the respective parameters.
For a preselected number of coarse runs the mean values of parameters
are calculated using the 95% confidence interval. Those values that fall
within this interval are taken to average the parameter values to return
the mean value of the centroid position and standard deviation for a
given photopeak.
Using the determined parameter values ROI boundaries for nσ in
tervals are calculated using the formalism of expected mean � nσ. To
recommend a particular ROI interval for each of the tested detectors we
have conducted sensitivity analysis of the ROI interval selection and its
impact on the fitting statistics and the net peak area uncertainty.

Lee, 1980). The premise for using a Gaussian-based peak shape model
arises from the physical particularities of charge induction and collec
tion processes in the sensitive volume of the detector, the statistical
behavior of which in its essence tends to be Gaussian in nature (Routti
and Prussin, 1969). To approximate the portion of charges that
contribute to the full absorption gamma-ray peak a Gaussian function is
used (Routti and Prussin, 1969; Helmer and Lee, 1980). However, to
account for the charges that do not contribute to the full absorption peak
due to losses in charge collection mechanisms and trapping, a
low-energy tailing model is added to the central Gaussian part (Routti
and Prussin, 1969; Mcnelles and Campbell, 1975; Helmer and Lee,
1980). The functional form of such a tailing model can be represented by
different classes of functionals, which can be based on exponential or
error corrected closed-form functions (Routti and Prussin, 1969; Helmer
and Lee, 1980). For HPGe detectors the portion of charges that leads to
tailing is not significant (Routti and Prussin, 1969; Helmer and Lee,
1980), whereas for a room temperature CZT detector they can exhibit a
significant portion (Nambooridi et al., 1996; Arlt and Gunnink, 2001).
However, same mathematical formalism to account for the tailing
contribution can be used for CZT detectors.
2.4.1.1. Gaussian peak shape model. A parametrized Gaussian peak
shape model is given by equation (3):
0
1
�
�
ðxi x0 Þ2
B A C
yi ¼ @ pffiffiffiffiffiffiA*exp
2*
(3)
2
w
w* π 2

2.4. The net peak area determination methods
There are different methods how the net peak area can be deter
mined (Matussek, 1985; Carpenter et al., 1986; Reilly et al., 1991; Gil
more, 2008). They can be divided into three large groups – those that
require peak fitting using a suitable closed-form analytical peak shape
model, those that are based on the so-called physics-based peak shape
models and those that are based on a counting window channel sum
mation method. The first requires elaborate peak shape and background
models, the second is most complex in its calculation routines and is
based on estimation of all sequential processes that contribute to energy
deposition. The third one is the simplest and can be realized in two- or
three-window arrangement. However, fitting of an analytical peak
shape model implies a number of fitting parameters in it as well as in the
function used to describe the background continuum. These free pa
rameters inevitably become additional sources of the net peak area
uncertainty.

=

w ¼ FWHM

.pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
lnð4Þ

where yi represents the content at channel i, A is the peak area param
eter, w is the peak width parameter, xi is the channel number, x0 is the
centroid position of the peak and FWHM is the full width at half
maximum.
To describe the Compton background under the peaks we used a
step-like function (4) (Helmer and Lee, 1980).
��
�� �
�
ðxi x0 Þ
1
BKGðiÞ ¼
*a þb
(4)
* erfc pffiffi
2
2*w
where BKGi is the background content at channel i, xi is channel i, x0 is
the centroid position of the peak, w is the peak width parameter, a is the
background step height parameter and b is the background offset
parameter.
The peak fitting routine implies fitting of equations (3) and (4) to the
185.7 keV photopeak in measured uranium spectra using a gradientbased Levenberg-Marquardt (Marquardt, 1963; Mor�e, 1977) technique
according to a minimization criterion, given by equation (5)
�2
oi r �
1 rX
expi modeli
χ 2R ¼
(5)
n roi l
σi

2.4.1. Analytical function fit
An important requirement for a peak shape model used for the net
peak area determination is its adequate approximation of the peak shape
behavior as a function of energy (Helmer and Lee, 1980). Traditionally,
to approximate gamma-ray peaks, Gaussian-based peak shape models
are widely used with both semiconductor and scintillation detectors
(Routti and Prussin, 1969; Mcnelles and Campbell, 1975; Helmer and

n ¼ roir

roil þ 1

NPAR

where roi_l, roi_r specify the fitting interval (region of interest); NPAR is
the number of degrees of freedom (number of fitting parameters); modeli
is the analytic approximation at channel i, expi is the counts at channel i
and σi is the variance.
To derive the uncertainties on the peak shape model parameters we
have used the Jacobian matrix returned by the built-in lsqnonlin opti
mization solver of Matlab to estimate the asymptotic covariance matrix
(Brown, 2001; Hu et al., 2015) (V), as shown by equation (6):
V ¼ σ2 *ðJ ’ *JÞ

1

(6)

where J is the Jacobian matrix returned by the lsqnonlin optimization
solver. The σ2 was approximated by dividing SSE by the number of

Fig. 5. ROI selection algorithm flow chart diagram.
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degrees of freedom, df, as shown by equation (7) (Hu et al., 2015):
SSE
σ2 ¼
df

component and was set to 0.6 as recommended in the literature for
asymmetrical peaks (Arlt and Gunnink, 2001).
The behavior of such a truncated peak shape model is shown in
Fig. 6. Due to truncation at the peak maximum energy the contribution
of the tailing component to the photopeak is limited to the low-energy
side of the photopeak exclusively. The relative area of the tailing
component is thus significantly smaller than the Gaussian area.
The peak fitting routine was realized using a gradient-based search
Levenberg-Marquardt (Marquardt, 1963; Mor�
e, 1977) technique in the
same way using the same model to describe the Compton continuum
under the photopeaks, as described in section 2.4.1.1.
To derive the uncertainties on the peak shape model parameters we
have used the Jacobian matrix returned by the built-in lsqnonlin opti
mization solver of Matlab as described in section 2.4.1.1. However,
unlike the single Gaussian model, a single-tailed peak shape model does
not have a peak area parameter embedded in it. To propagate the un
certainty on the resulting net peak areas when using a single-tailed peak
shape model we used a Monte Carlo realization of the Taylor expansion
technique (Fox and Weisberg, 2010). In such a technique, the fitting
parameters are sampled within their one sigma uncertainty interval,
computed from the covariance matrix as described above. For each
sample of the fitting parameters ensemble, the corresponding net peak
area is computed by integrating the peak shape model. Such routine is
repeated in a series of n-iterations. The resulting posterior distribution of
the net peak area values allows to estimate the standard deviation.

(7)

where SSE is the sum squared error calculated from the fitted peak shape
model residuals and df is calculated as the number of channels in the ROI
of the fitted peak minus the number of peak shape model fitting
parameters.
2.4.1.2. Exponential tail peak shape model. Peak asymmetry of a
500 mm3 CZT detector for energies beyond 200 keV becomes significant,
removing the possibility to use a single Gaussian peak shape model. Such
asymmetry has a non-linear behavior as a function of energy and re
quires a corresponding low-energy tailed peak shape model. However,
although for the tested CZT detector the peak shape at 185.7 keV energy
has a slight asymmetry, for larger volume CZT detectors it can be more
pronounced. In this paper, we thus present the formalism to address
such cases. To account for low-energy asymmetry various low-energy
tailed peak shape models can be used. Such models are Gaussianbased, however the tailing component can be described by different
functionals (Routti and Prussin, 1969; Helmer and Lee, 1980; Arlt and
Gunnink, 2001). One of the ways to account for such low-energy tailing
is to use a truncated tailing model described by an exponential function.
The choice of an exponential functional form for the tailing component
is suggested by the empirical behavior of the gamma-ray interaction
processes in compound semiconductor detectors, such as CZT. Indeed, it
was shown by (Sato et al., 2002) that incident gamma-ray photons are
attenuated with an exponential-form decay as a function of gamma-ray
energy, as given by equation (8):
�
�
x
N ¼ N0 exp
(8)
λðEγ Þ

2.4.2. Three window channel summation
Another well-known method for the net peak area determination is
the so-called channel summation method. In its essence, it represents
selection of three windows – one around the peak and two at its
boundaries. The two background windows at the peak boundaries are
used to linearly interpolate the background under the selected ROI. The
size of such windows depends on the energy resolution of the detector
and interference with neighboring photopeaks. Usually no less than
three are used (Gilmore, 2008) to average the background offset at the
right boundary and step-height at the left boundary. Then, a summation
of channel contents over the entire ROI is performed to estimate the
gross count, followed by subtraction of the background portion deter
mined from the linear interpolation.
Energy resolution of a 500 mm3 room temperature CZT detector
yields a relatively detailed information on the major 235U gamma-ray
signatures in the 143–186 keV energy range and thus allows using of
the channel summation method for net peak area determination. In this

By differentiating of equation (8), the ratio of photons which interact
at the region between x and x þ dx can be determined, as shown by
equation (9):
�
�
dN
1
x
¼
exp
dx
(9)
dN0 λðEγ Þ
λðEγ Þ
where N0 is the number of photons of given energy that reach the de
tector surface, N represents the number of photons of given energy that
reach region x, x is the depth from the detector surface and λ is the mean
free path by photo absorption as a function of energy of the incident
gamma-ray.
In this paper we investigate the performance of such a tailed peak
shape model with seven fitting parameters and a single tailing compo
nent expressed by an exponential, as shown by equation (10):
h
i
2
yi ¼ yo * e α*ðxi x0 Þ þ Tðxi Þ
(10)

α¼

4*lnð2Þ
FWHM 2

�
Tðxi Þ ¼ A * eB*ðxi

x0 Þ

� h
* 1

et*α*ðxi

x0 Þ2

i

*δ

δ ¼ 1 if xi < x0
δ ¼ 0 if xi � x0
where yi represents the content at channel i, y0 is the peak amplitude
parameter, α is the peak width parameter, FWHM is the full width at half
maximum, xi is the channel number, x0 is the centroid position of the
peak, T(xi) is the tailing component at channel i, A is the tailing
amplitude parameter, B is the tailing slope parameter and delta term δ
limits the tailing contribution only at the low energy side of the peak.
The truncation parameter t controls the bounding of the tailing

Fig. 6. 500 mm3 CZT detector truncated exponential tail behavior.
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work we used the following mathematical formalism, as given by
equation (11):
h ROI
L 1
X

ROI
XR

A¼

Ci
i¼ROIL

n

i.

ROI
R þm
X

Ci þ
i¼ROIL m

Ci

2m

rearranging equation (2) from a calibration measurement with a stan
dard the enrichment of which is known, as shown by equation (15). The
uncertainty on the proportionality constant is influenced by the uncer
tainty on the experimental net count rate of the calibration standard and
was determined by differentiation of equation (15), as shown by equa
tion (16).

(11)

i¼ROIR þ1

where A is the net peak area of the ROI, ROIL and ROIR are the corre
sponding boundaries, Ci is the gross content at channel i, n is the number
of channels within the ROI region, m is the number of channels used to
average the background offset and step-height at the ROI boundaries.
The uncertainty on the derived net peak area was propagated as
given by equation (12):
vffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u ROIR
ROI
h ROI
i.
L 1
R þm
X
X
uX
(12)
σA ¼ t
Ci þ n2
Ci þ
Ci 4m2
i¼ROIL

i¼ROIL m

k¼

(15)

sffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�
ffiffiffiffiffi

σk ¼

k2 *

σ NCR185:7

2

NCR185:7

(16)

In this work, we used the CBNM446 with 4.46% of the corresponding
U atomic abundance respectively as the calibration standard.

235

i¼ROIR þ1

A particular advantage of a three-window channel summation
method, besides its simplicity, is that there are no additional influences
on the net peak area uncertainty due to the fitting parameters uncer
tainty and covariance, as well as no impact of their functional behavior
with respect to the counting statistics quality. However, it should be
mentioned that such a method does not allow for deconvolution of
photopeaks subject to significant overlapping.
In this work, in section 3.2 we present the sensitivity study of the
enrichment-meter method performance to the different sizes of the
central ROI window as well as different sizes of the background windows
used for background levels averaging.

3.2. Sensitivity assessment
The enrichment-meter method requires determination of the net
count rate in a ROI corresponding to the 185.7 keV gamma-ray signature
of 235U. Different approaches could be used – either a doublet summa
tion or a singlet, the choice between which depends on the energy res
olution of the detector. However, different methods are possible for
actual net peak area determination. Since the enrichment depends on
the net peak area, the method used for the net peak area determination
will affect the corresponding accuracy and uncertainty.
Because the energy resolution of both tested detectors is worse than
that of HPGe, we have used a doublet summation approach with two
different methods for the net peak area determination – an analytical
function fit and a three-window channel summation method. For the
LaBr3(Ce) detector due to its symmetrical photopeaks we have used a
Gaussian analytical function, whereas for the CZT detector two different
analytical functions were tested – a Gaussian and a tailed Gaussian
described in section 2.4.1.2.

2.5. Combined uncertainty propagation
To propagate the combined uncertainty on the determined enrich
ment the following expression was used (13):
sffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi��
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�ffiffi
σ NCR185:7 2 �σ k �2
2
þ
(13)
σ Enr ¼ Enr *
NCR185:7
k

3.2.1. LaBr3(Ce) detector
Net count rates determined using an analytical function fit and a
three window channel summation method for a 2 � 2 inch LaBr3(Ce)
detector for different sizes of ROI are presented in Table 3. The selected
ROI represents a doublet which includes both a 182.6 keV and a
185.7 keV photopeaks, which given the energy resolution of a LaBr3(Ce)
detector are overlapped. For the three window channel summation
method fifteen channels were used at the background windows to
average the background levels. As can be seen from Table 2, for a 4σ ROI
window resulting net peak area uncertainties are lower by approxi
mately a factor of two. Such behavior is due to the fact that in an
analytical model parameters corresponding to the background step and
offset converge better when the tails of the Gaussian distribution have
asymptotically reached the background continuum. In case of a 3σ ROI
the tails of the Gaussian distribution still contain some information
corresponding to the photopeak and thus influence the variance in the
channels corresponding to the background. The effect is especially
pronounced for low-enrichment uranium standards, in which due to the
low content of 235U radioisotope its signatures are very close to the
background continuum. However, for a channel summation method the
situation is different. Thus, increase of the central ROI window to 4σ
sigma negatively affects the uncertainties. Such behavior is because for a
channel summation method besides the central ROI window the two
background windows must contain at least from three to five channels to
interpolate its levels. The latter inevitably overlap with channel contents
in the closely neighboring photopeaks given the energy resolution of a
LaBr3(Ce) detector. We believe that for other sizes of LaBr3(Ce) scintil
lator family, due to different signal-to-noise ratio and therefore back
ground continuum this performance may be different, which can be an
interesting premise for future research.
Where NCR is the net count rate in the ROI corresponding to the

where σEnr is the uncertainty on the determined enrichment, σNCR is the
net count rate uncertainty for the 185.7 keV gamma peak of 235U
radioisotope, NCR is the net count rate in the 185.7 keV gamma peak of
235
U radioisotope, σ k is the uncertainty on the proportionality constant,
k is the value of the determined proportionality constant.
The uncertainty on the declared enrichment values was less than
0.1% (Carpenter et al., 1986) and was not included in the calculations.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Calibration constant
As it was discussed in section 2, the enrichment of unknown samples
is determined by multiplying the measured net count rates in the
185.7 keV ROI by the proportionality constant. There are different
methods how this proportionality constant can be determined. Thus,
usually a linear fit is performed on the experimental net count rate data
points obtained from calibration standards (Matussek, 1985), as shown
by equation (14):
Enr ¼ ða * NCR185:7 Þ þ b

Enrichment
NCR185:7

(14)

where a and b are the slope and offset coefficients, NCR185.7 is the net
counting rate in 185.7 keV photopeak. However, such linear fit requires
a set of calibration standards to allow for at least one degree of freedom.
In the work presented in this paper we were limited to only five uranium
standards. To test the performance of the enrichment-meter method we
thus used one standard as a calibration one, whereas other standards
were assumed to have unknown enrichment values. In such a case, the
proportionality constant k can be determined algebraically by
7
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Table 2
LaBr3(Ce) detector CBNM net count rates (7200 s).
CBNM standard

7200 s acquisition time
Function fit

Three-window channel summation

3σ ROI
446
295
194
071
031

4σ ROI

3σ ROI

Std, rel. %

NCR, counts/s

Std, rel. %

NCR, counts/s

Std, rel. %

NCR, counts/s

Std, rel. %

167.87
112.08
72.53
26.87
12.19

0.86
1.03
1.20
2.28
4.07

166.56
110.57
72.80
26.64
12.01

0.56
0.62
0.70
1.03
1.82

155.29
102.86
68.55
25.81
11.91

0.13
0.17
0.23
0.48
0.93

152.76
101.28
67.43
25.61
11.86

0.14
0.19
0.26
0.56
1.14

202–205 keV photopeaks. Thus, a large number of channels taken to
average the background levels at the peak boundaries inevitably in
cludes channel contents of the neighboring photopeaks.

Table 3
LaBr3(Ce) detector CBNM446 sensitivity study.
3σ ROI background window variation, channels

7200 s acquisition time

3.2.2. CZT detector
In section 1 asymmetrical photopeaks of a 500 mm3 CZT were dis
cussed. Although such an asymmetrical shape has a nonlinear behaviour
as a function of energy as it was shown in section 2, for energies below
200 keV it is possible to use a Gaussian peak shape model since the
asymmetry at these energies is not yet severe. We would like to clarify
that such behavior was observed for the tested 500 mm3 CZT detector of
a quasi-hemispherical design and can be different for other types/sizes
of CZT detectors. Thus, at this energy the following analytical function
options are possible: a Gaussian as well as a more elaborate tailed peak
shape models. Besides, a traditional three-window channel summation
method can be used as well. The former two were coupled with a steplike function to describe the Compton background under the peak, for
the latter a linear interpolation was used.
Performance assessment of the enrichment-meter method with a CZT
detector was conducted using the mentioned options for the net peak
area determination. Besides, we have assessed the sensitivity of each of
the methods to the ROI interval size, including its asymmetrical options.
For the three-window channel summation method we have additionally
investigated how the number of channels at the peak boundaries used to
average the background levels impacts the net peak area value and its
uncertainty. The asymmetrical photopeaks of a CZT detector set a
particular requirement for the ROI interval selection when using a threewindow channel summation method. This is because the model used to
interpolate the background is linear and a slight asymmetry at the left
boundary may influence the corresponding background level and impact
the determined net peak area, which in terms of the linearity between
the net count rate and sample enrichment has a direct impact on the
method performance.
For a single Gaussian function fit we evaluated two different options
for the ROI interval – a 3σ one and a 4σ one. The former covers 99.7% of
the counts in the photopeak area, the latter covers 99.9% of the counts.
For both ROI intervals the exact channels representing the selected
boundaries were determined using the proposed ROI selection algo
rithm, as described in section 2.3. The quantitative parameters used to
evaluate the performance were the net peak area values and their cor
responding uncertainties, as summarized in Table 6 for the tested

Gaussian function fit

þ1
þ2
þ3
þ5

NCR, counts/s

Std, rel. %

167.64
167.21
167.32
166.85

0.76
0.69
0.63
0.57

182.6 keV–185.7 keV doublet.
A two-fold increase in the acquisition time reduces the net peak area
uncertainties for both net peak area determination methods. However,
its effect is negligible compared to the effect given by selection of a 4σ
ROI instead of a 3σ ROI one.
Results of a sensitivity study for an analytical model fitted to the
different ROI boundaries are presented in Table 3 for the CBNM446
standard, as an example. As can be seen from the table, due to sym
metrical photopeaks in LaBr3(Ce) spectra, the variation in the deter
mined net count rates in a specified ROI is within the uncertainty range
of the fixed 3σ and 4σ ROI boundaries. Such behavior was observed for
all uranium standards tested.
Sensitivity assessment for a channel summation method is based on
the number of channels taken for background levels averaging at the two
background windows. In the literature (Gilmore, 2008) no less than
three channels are recommended. Thus, to address the sensitivity of the
channel summation method applied to a 2 � 2 inch LaBr3(Ce) detector
we have set the following range of channels at the two background
windows: three, five, ten and fifteen. The results presented in Table 4 for
the CBNM446 standard indicate that there is no improvement in the
uncertainties on the determined net count rates for the number of
channels beyond ten, which is in good agreement with the results of
(Gilmore, 2008). However, the situation changes when a 4σ interval is
chosen for the center ROI window. In such a case the determined net
peak area value becomes very sensitive to the choice of the number of
channels in the background windows used to average the background
levels, as shown in Table 5 for the CBNM446 standard. Such behavior is
because a wider 4σ central ROI window represents 99.9% of the total
Gaussian representing the 185.7 keV photopeak (overlapped with a
182.6 keV photopeak) which is very close to the 143 keV and
Table 4
LaBr3(Ce) detector CBNM446 sensitivity study 3σ ROI interval.
# channels at the peak background windows

Table 5
LaBr3(Ce) detector CBNM446 sensitivity study 4σ ROI interval.

7200 s acquisition time

# channels at the peak background windows

Channel summation method
3
5
10
15

4σ ROI

NCR, counts/s

NCR, counts/s

Std, rel. %

148.86
152.07
155.64
155.29

0.19
0.16
0.13
0.13

7200 s acquisition time
Channel summation method

3
5
10
15

8

NCR, counts/s

Std, rel. %

161.59
160.63
156.95
152.76

0.20
0.17
0.15
0.14
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uranium standards.
Results indicate, that for both ROI intervals the determined net peak
area value is within its uncertainty range. A 4σ ROI interval yields
smaller uncertainties, approximately of a factor of two for all uranium
standards tested. Such behavior is due to better convergence of the
fitting routine because at such an interval it is easier to fit the left and
right background levels.
Sensitivity assessment results for a Gaussian analytical model are
presented in Table 7 for CBNM446 standard, as an example. The same
mathematical formalism as with similar tests conducted for the LaB
r3(Ce) was used.
Situation with a tailed peak shape model is more complicated. As it
was explained in section 2.4.1.2, such a model implies a larger number
of fitting parameters which inevitably impact the combined uncertainty
on the determined net count rate value (Meleshenkovskii et al., 2017b).
Besides, with our results we find that such a model is highly sensitive to
the ROI interval that it is fitted to and that such interval has a de
pendency on the statistical quality of the photopeak. The latter factor is
directly related to the sample enrichment because for natural and
depleted uranium standards the 185.7 keV signature photopeak is very
close to the background continuum. Closeness to the background con
tinuum yields higher degree of parameter correlation in the fitting
procedure, in particular interference of the central Gaussian parameters
with the tailing parameters. The low-energy tailing part is difficult to
distinguish over the background noise and, consequently yields larger
uncertainties on the parameters. The results summarized in Table 8
indicate that for a 4.46% enriched standard the single tailed model can
be fitted for a ROI interval starting from 5σ. For less enriched standards
the recommended ROI interval increases to 6σ. However, as can be seen
from Table 8, even for large ROI intervals of 7σ and 8σ the net peak area
uncertainties are noticeably larger than those achieved for a Gaussian fit
using either 3σ or 4σ sigma ROI intervals. Such a behavior is observed
due to the mentioned influence of an increased number of fitting pa
rameters and statistical quality influence on the tailing component.
Another option for a tailed peak shape model is to use an asymmetric
ROI interval. Since the asymmetry affects only the low-energy part of the
peak, the corresponding window can be extended respectively to the left
of the photopeak, keeping the right boundary fixed. Results for such
asymmetrical ROI intervals are summarized in Table 9 for the CBNM446
standard. These results indicate that although the left ROI boundary
remains at the level of 5σ and 6σ , the right boundary indeed can be
reduced to a 3σ. The resulting net count rate uncertainties reveal that
there is no performance improvement when using such asymmetrical
ROI intervals at this gamma-ray energy over symmetrical ones. As can be
deduced from Table 9, to keep the net peak area uncertainty at the level
achieved for symmetrical ROI intervals of 7σ and 8σ , asymmetrical ROI
boundary at the left outlier has to be in the range from 9σ to 10σ .
However, we would like to point out that these results were achieved
for a 185.7 keV gamma-ray energy, at which the asymmetry is not yet
significant for a 500 mm3 CZT detector of a quasi-hemispheric design. At
higher energies the situation may change in favor of an asymmetrical
ROI interval. Besides, we believe that for larger volume CZT detectors

Table 7
CZT detector CBNM446 sensitivity study.
3σ ROI background window variation, channels

Gaussian function fit

þ1
þ2
þ3
þ5

ROI interval

5σ
6σ
7σ
8σ

446
295
194
071
031

NCR, counts/s

Std, rel. %

2.23
1.42
1.03
0.39
0.16

4.85
6.38
8.18
13.36
20.71

2.24
1.44
1.04
0.37
0.18

2.44
3.35
3.82
5.77
10.32

7200 s acquisition time
NCR, counts/s

Std, rel. %

2.46
2.46
2.49
2.49

9.03
7.25
6.89
6.06

Asymmetrical ROI interval, left-right

7200 s acquisition time
Single-tailed Gaussian function fit

6σ-3σ
7σ-4σ
8σ-5σ
9σ-6σ
10σ-6σ

NCR, counts/s

Std, rel. %

2.42
2.49
2.49
2.52
2.52

9.62
8.96
7.02
6.37
6.03

asymmetrical ROI interval may be required at 185.7 keV. A dedicated
case-study is necessary.
Although a three-window channel summation method is the simplest
method for the net peak area determination it can be quite sensitive to
the choice of window intervals, especially when it is applied to asym
metrical peak shapes, such as of CZT detectors. Because the photopeaks
are slightly low-energy tailed at this energy, the counts on the left
background window become influenced by such tailing, which may
negatively impact the averaging of the background level. To investigate
the sensitivity we have conducted the following assessment. First, given
the slight asymmetry at 185.7 keV energy the size of the central ROI
window was investigated for 3σ , 4σ, 5σ , 6σ and 7σ ROI boundaries. For
each of the sizes of the central ROI window we have analyzed a different
number of channels at the two background windows – from three to a
maximum of fifteen. Table 10 indicates that for a 3σ to 5σ central ROI
size the net peak areas are noticeably influenced by the low-energy
tailing, which affects the number of averaged counts on the left
boundary and makes the net peak area value monotonically increase
with increasing number of the averaging channels. Only when the size of
the central window is selected large enough, thus including the lowenergy tailing part in it, the number of channels used to average the
background level at the ROI boundaries does not impact the net peak
area values. Such behavior was observed only for the central ROI win
dow size starting from 6σ .
We would like to point out, that the observed behavior is unique to
the spectroscopic performance of the tested CZT detector and can be a
function of its size and design. We believe that for other CZT sizes/de
signs the performance of a channels summation method may be different
with respect to the effective ROI boundaries size.

4σ ROI
Std, rel. %

3.94
3.33
2.92
2.29

Table 9
CZT detector CBNM446 sensitivity study.

Gaussian function fit
NCR, counts/s

Std, rel. %

2.21
2.22
2.22
2.23

Single-tailed Gaussian function fit

7200 s acquisition time
3σ ROI

NCR, counts/s

Table 8
CZT detector CBNM446 sensitivity study.

Table 6
CZT detector CBNM net count rates (7200 s).
CBNM standard

7200 s acquisition time
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Table 10
CZT detector CBNM446 sensitivity study.
# channels at the peak background windows

3
5
10
15

7200 s acquisition time
Channel summation method
3σ ROI interval

4σ ROI interval

5σ ROI interval

6σ ROI interval

7σ ROI interval

NCR, c/s

Std, rel. %

NCR, c/s

Std, rel. %

NCR, c/s

Std, rel. %

NCR, c/s

Std, rel. %

NCR, c/s

Std, rel. %

2.04
2.09
2.17
2.21

1.44
1.23
1.03
0.97

2.30
2.31
2.35
2.37

1.38
1.20
1.03
0.97

2.38
2.41
2.41
2.44

1.52
1.27
1.09
1.01

2.43
2.44
2.45
2.46

1.65
1.38
1.15
1.06

2.42
2.47
2.49
2.49

1.85
1.48
1.21
1.10

3.3. Results of the enrichment determination

4. Conclusions

To investigate the performance of a 500 mm3 CZT and a 2 � 2 inch
LaBr3(Ce) detectors with the enrichment-meter method, the net count
rates in the 185.7 keV ROI were determined by a single Gaussian fit and
a three window channel summation method. Net count rates used for
calibration constants and enrichment determination were calculated
using a 3σ ROI for the Gaussian function fit for both detectors, 3σ with
LaBr3(Ce) detector and 6σ with CZT detector for the channel summation
method.
Determined enrichment values for different net peak area determi
nation methods are presented in Tables 11 and12 for a 2 � 2 inch LaB
r3(Ce) and for a 500 mm3 CZT detector respectively. The acquisition
time was 7200 s for all results presented. The accuracy on the deter
mined enrichment was calculated according to equation (17).
�
�
Edet Edec
Biasð%Þ ¼
*100
(17)
Edec

Asymmetrical photopeaks of the tested CZT detector require an
elaborate routine for ROI boundaries selection. The results of our study
indicate that below 200 keV a single Gaussian peak shape model
adequately fits photopeaks of a 500 mm3 CZT detector. Thus, below
200 keV ROI boundaries can be restricted to 3σ and 4σ interval. At
higher energies to adequately fit the tailing part of the photopeaks a
significant extension up to 10σ -12σ is required. However, the right
outliers of CZT photopeaks at high energies can be fixed at a level of 5σ,
allowing to use asymmetrical ROI boundaries. The proposed ROI se
lection algorithm accounts for such asymmetrical photopeaks. However,
we would like to point out that such performance was achieved for a
500 mm3 CZT detector. We believe that for larger volume CZT detectors
of same design and/or other designs of CZT detectors performance of the
tested peak shape models can be different. A dedicated case-study is
necessary, which is an interesting premise for future research.
As for the LaBr3(Ce) detector, due to its symmetrical photopeaks a
single Gaussian peak shape model is adequate to fit photopeaks in a
large energy range. ROI boundaries can be fixed at a level of 3σ and 4σ
for the entire energy range.
The results of a performance assessment show that better energy
resolution of a 500 mm3 CZT detector does not provide any particular
performance advantages over a 2 � 2 inch LaBr3(Ce) detector, apart
from its compact size. Thus, due to the larger size of the latter it yields
not only advantageous performance with the enrichment-meter method,
but also the smallest uncertainties on the determined enrichment. Such
behavior is dictated by the statistical quality of acquired spectra, which
on a larger LaBr3(Ce) detector is better, despite its worse energy reso
lution compared to a 500 mm3 CZT detector.
However, for those safeguards applications where detector size is a
limiting factor, a 500 mm3 CZT detector can be an attractive alternative.
An interesting premise for future research in this domain would be a
performance assessment of other sizes and designs of CZT detectors with
the enrichment-meter method. Thus, as it was discussed in section 1, in
recent years progress in CZT detector technologies has significantly
improved their spectroscopic performance, both in terms of low-energy
tailing effect and counting efficiency.
For similar acquisition times the difference in the net peak areas
between the two detectors is about a factor of sixty. However, for a
500 mm3 CZT detector net peak area uncertainties are noticeably larger

where Edet and Edec represent the determined and declared enrichment
respectively.
Results of our study indicate that in terms of accuracy for the
185.7 keV photopeak of a 500 mm3 CZT detector a single Gaussian peak
shape model is advantageous when compared to a tailed peak shape
model. However, as we have already explained above, such behavior is
exclusive to the tested CZT detector model and size. We assume that for
larger CZT detectors the asymmetry may be more pronounced at this
energy and a tailed peak shape model with asymmetrical ROI bound
aries may become advantageous. However, the simplest channel sum
mation method with a 6σ ROI boundary and from ten to fifteen channels
taken to average the background level yields not only better un
certainties, but also in terms of accuracy it performed best of all cases
investigated. Thus, a channel summation method can be a method of
choice for the net peak area determination when using a 500 mm3 CZT
detector with the enrichment-meter method.
As can be seen from the results for a 2 � 2 inch LaBr3(Ce) detector,
compared to a smaller CZT detector it displayed superior performance
using 3σ ROI boundaries with both tested methods for the net peak area
determination. Such behavior is due to its symmetrical peak shapes and
significantly better counting efficiency yielding smaller net peak area
uncertainties.

Table 11
2 � 2 inch LaBr3(Ce) results using CBNM446 as a calibration standard.
Declared enrichment, %

2.95
1.95
0.71
0.31

7200 s acquisition time
Three-window channel summation method

Function fit

Determined enrichment, %

Unc. �

Rel. uncert., %

Bias, %

Determined enrichment, %

Unc. �

Rel. uncert., %

Bias,
%

2.95
1.96
0.72
0.31

0.006
0.005
0.004
0.006

0.22
0.27
0.61
2.07

0.15
0.51
1.41
0.97

2.97
1.93
0.71
0.31

0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01

1.34
1.48
2.58
4.68

0.68
1.02
0.17
0.63
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Table 12
500 mm3 CZT results using CBNM446 as a calibration standard.
Declared enrichment, %

2.95
1.95
0.71
0.31

7200 s acquisition time
Three-window channel summation method

Function fit

Determined enrichment, %

Unc. �

Rel. uncert., %

Bias, %

Determined enrichment, %

Unc. �

Rel. uncert., %

Bias,
%

2.95
2.00
0.73
0.31

0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03

2.01
2.37
4.89
11.21

0.10
2.57
2.82
2.03

2.84
2.05
0.78
0.31

0.23
0.19
0.11
0.071

8.02
9.51
14.22
21.27

3.64
5.95
9.96
2.10

than those obtained for a 2 � 2 inch LaBr3(Ce) detector, although the
former has a better energy resolution. Such observed difference is due to
the crystal size and related counting efficiency.
A natural continuation of our research work in the domain of room
temperature medium resolution detectors application for uranium
enrichment determination tasks is to further test them on a larger set of
experimental uranium spectra counted through various absorbers and
varying levels of background. Besides, opened question related to LaB
r3(Ce) detectors performance is the impact of internal activity of the
138
La radioisotope on the method performance and detection limits for
measurement cases with low amounts of analyzing radioisotopes.
Another interesting aspect would be to conduct an inter-comparison
exercise between the traditional detectors (e.g. NaI and HPGe) perfor
mance used for uranium enrichment determination and the medium
resolution ones (e.g. CZT and LaBr3(Ce), including novel designs such as
co-planar grid CZT and LaBr3(Ce þ Sr)) in terms of the accuracy and
uncertainties achieved in different measurement conditions.
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